
QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT THE NEW UNION BAR

Union Bar 
UPDATeS 
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE BIG FANS OF THE UNION BAR, WE'D LIKE 
TO GIVE YOU AN OVERVIEW ON WHERE WE ARE WITH THE 
REDEVELOPMENT FOR THIS SPACE. WE'VE ALSO INCLUDED A VIDEO 
ON OUR MICROSITE, SO THAT YOU CAN SEE HOW THE CONSTRUCTION 
IS PROGRESSING IN THE BAR.

The Union Bar design was created together with the input of 
the Union Bar and Food & Beverage focus groups, our Social 
and Dining Committee, staff, management, Member 

volunteers, EDG (our restaurant design consultants) the architects, and 
the interior design team. Based on the feedback received over many 
months, the following priorities were set for the new Union Bar. These 
priorities formed the basis for the Union Bar design.  

Maintain the same look and feel as old Union 
Bar (wood paneling, pennants, Sports bar) 

Increase the size of the outlet

Maintain the mix of high and low furniture

Keep the large screen TVs

KEY DESIGN PRIORITIES STATUS

GENERAL INFORMATION

The new Union Bar will be located on Level B2, across from the 
gym entrance and near the new banqueting room and the 
bowling alley. This location was a Member suggestion as it 

creates a dynamic adult area for events, drinks, and entertainment. 
Creating adult spaces was a significant callout as part of our focus 
group and feedback exercise prior to the design phase beginning. 

While some Members wanted us to keep the UB in its current 
location, this could not be accommodated together with an 
increase in the size of the outlet in its current location. The new 

bar will be larger than the existing bar.
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COMPARISON OF THE OLD AND NEW SPACE

SEATING CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS (m2)

OLD NEW

70 100
NEWOLD

157.18 238.46v.s. v.s.

The following is the Union Bar 
design that was reviewed by the 
Social and Dining Committee and 
was approved by the Project 
Control Group and the General 
Committee. This is the design that 
is being built.

FINAL 
UNION BAR DESIGN

Who is EDG?
EDG are our restaurant design consultants. They have restaurant, hotel, & resort design experience. 
Some of the restaurants they've worked on in Singapore include Neon Pigeon, the Fairmont, and 
Club Street Social. They came up with the design concepts for all our F&B outlets and the centralized 
kitchen concept that will help us streamline our service and increase efficiencies back of house.

Why did the location of the bar move?
The UB location was discussed at length by the Project Control Group, consultants, and 
management, in addition to getting feedback from Members. The membership wanted a larger Union 
Bar.  EDG, the F&B consultants, felt strongly that a centralized kitchen concept would not only make 
service at The Club more efficient, but also make receiving, food prep, and kitchen work more 
effective too. In its current location, food had to be brought through the Lobby from the Eagle's Nest 
to serve in the Union Bar. After weighing several factors including: future proofing The Club for 
growth, kitchen connectivity and operational efficiencies including service and food quality, 
adjacencies to other adult spaces, creating a separate entrance/exit for UB users, and the fact that 
the UB is a destination in itself, the decision was made to move it to B2.

I heard you are having liquor lockers. What are they?
Yes, we will have liquor lockers. These are specially built, small cabinets that can hold up to 3 bottles 
of liquor (depending on the size of the bottles). Members will be able to use these lockers for a 
stipulated timeframe when they purchase bottles in the bar, after which time the lockers can be 
rented, so that they can store their bottles on site.

Is there an area for bands / live music?
Yes, this was a callout by Members. There is an area on the far left of the room where bands can set and 
up play.

*Furniture layout may be adjusted



Will the menu still be the same?
The new Union Bar menu is being developed by our F&B team in partnership with the Social and 
Dining Committee. The new menu will feature classic American sports bar fare including some 
beloved Member favorites from our old menu. In general, it has more items designed for sharing 
and larger group entertaining, and will feature new appetizers, burgers, salads, and desserts. 
There will also be monthly promotions and weekly specials to augment these offerings. We're 
excited to roll out something new and fresh, while still tipping our hat to old favorites.

What's on tap?
Great question! We'll have 10 draft beers on tap versus the 5 we currently have, including craft 
beer. We are still in the process of negotiating beverage contracts, so we don't know specific 
beers yet, but we hope to have something for everyone.

Are you still cutting off part of the existing UB this summer? 
No. The Union Bar will remain as is throughout the summer and into the fall. Originally there was 
a plan to hoard off a section of the bar to enable work to begin on the next TOP; however, the 
construction schedule was reconfigured in response to Member feedback about this potential 
change. Our goal is to be as minimally disruptive to the space for as long as possible. We 
currently have no plans to alter the existing UB until it is time to migrate the furniture and fixtures 
to the new bar.

Will the bar still have happy hour?
You bet! You'll still be able to enjoy happy hour in the new bar. Full details about this and other 
promotions will be put out when the bar opens.

Will there still be a projector screen in the UB?
The UB will have 6 TVs in its new space including a 108" projector screen:

Yes, you can see the rendering above, which gives the 
overall look and feel of the space. Please note that 
furniture placement and specific details like pennant 
placement, finishes, etc. may change in the final layout.

Do you have

A picture of what

THE new bar will 

look like?

I want the bar to look relatively the same as the existing 
bar. Is the design the same? Will there still be a mix of high 
and low seating? Will it still have pennants?

We want it to look the same too! The new UB is larger than our existing bar 
by approximately 52%. That said, we'll be reusing most of our existing 
furniture (after it gets reconditioned), the wood paneling off the walls of the 
existing bar, and many of the existing light fixtures. We'll be moving the 
pennants as well, but because many of them have been hanging on the 
walls for decades we're afraid many of them won't survive the move. We're 
asking Members to please bring in their college pennants. You can see the 
list of the new pennants we currently have on our microsite. You can see the 
design palette above, which mimics the existing bar's design concept. 

NEXT STEPS...
We will be sending out regular 
updates on the Union Bar 
construction so that you can see the 
space come into shape. stay tuned!

SEE A VIDEO 
OF THE UNION BAR 
CONSTRUCTION ON 
OUR MICROSITE.

How do I get to the new UB?
Great news for UB lovers; there are many new ways  to enter the bar. If you're entering the Club via 
the Scotts Road entrance, you walk past the spa and take an elevator that will take you right into the 
bar (You can see the elevator in the image above. It is the grey door left of center.) This same 
dedicated elevator can also be taken from the lobby directly into the bar, and the elevator entrance 
area on this level will have the same look and feel as the UB (wooden door, UB sign, wood paneling, 
pennants). If you prefer to walk, there will be a staircase near the temporary Concierge Desk that will 
lead to the space, and if you park in B2, it will be a short walk into the UB. The new UB is near the gym 
entrance, squash courts, banqueting room, and bowling alley--all of which are just a short walk away.
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